Pre-asymptotic response rates as a function of the delay-of-reinforcement gradient summation for Catania's Operant Reserve: A reply to Berg & McDowell (2011).
Catania's Operant Reserve (COR; Catania, 2005) is a computational model of operant behaviour. In COR, responding depletes the reserve while reinforcement replenishes the reserve. The replenishment to the reserve depends on the location of responses within the most recent inter-reinforcement interval. The rule that maps replenishment to the responses within an inter-reinforcement interval is given by a delay-of-reinforcement gradient (DOR). Previous research (Berg and McDowell, 2011) found that non-linear DORs produce sigmoidal response rates on single variable-interval schedules while a linear DOR produces hyperbolic response rates. Berg and McDowell took these sigmoidal response rates as evidence against the viability of COR for modelling variable-interval performance. However, Berg and McDowell did not consider the effect of the slope of each DOR. The present conjecture is that the response rates from COR can be made hyperbolic by manipulating the area under the DOR. Our results show that the manipulation of the area under the DOR allows COR to produce hyperbolic response rates regardless of the parametric form of the DOR. Hence, if COR is to be used to model single variable-interval performance, the reinforcement effect over time should be taken into consideration through the manipulation of the area under the DOR.